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Executive Summary

This report presents a real-time system for pedestrian tracking in sequences of grayscale

images acquired by a stationary camera. We have also developed techniques for recogniz-

ing pedestrian's actions (e.g., running, walking, etc.). We have integrated the system with

a pedestrian control scheme at intersections. The proposed approach can be used to detect

and track humans in a variety of applications. Furthermore, the proposed schemes can also

be employed for the detection of several diverse traffic objects of interest (vehicles, bicy-

cles, etc.) The system outputs the spatio-temporal coordinates of each pedestrian during

the period the pedestrian is in the scene. Processing is done at three levels: raw images,

blobs, and pedestrians. Blob tracking is modeled as a graph optimization problem. Pedes-

trians are modeled as rectangular patches with a certain dynamic behavior. Kalman filter-

ing is used to estimate pedestrian parameters. The system was implemented on a PC

equipped with a Matrox Genesis board and was able to achieve a peak performance of

over 30 frames per second. Experimental results based on indoor and outdoor scenes dem-

onstrated the system's robustness under many difficult situations such as partial or full

occlusions of pedestrians. In particular, this report contains the results from a field test of

the system conducted in November 1999.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A great deal of research in computer vision has dealt with the analysis of temporal image data.

Video provides very rich information when compared with information obtained through other

sensors. It is no surprise that humans obtain more than 70% of their sensory information through

their eyes. Applications that require interaction with dynamic environments, such as robotic

visual servoing, pedestrian control at intersections, obstacle detection, collision avoidance and

surveillance, can benefit the most from video as a source of sensory information. Video has

become even more suitable in the recent years due to the availability of high quality and continu-

ally cheaper acquisition devices (CCD, CMOS, and digital cameras). In addition, the dramatic

increase in computer processing power, the increase in storage devices capacity and decrease in

their cost, and the increase in bandwidth for transferring media have all contributed to making

video processing a more realistic solution than it used to be.

Another reason in favor of using temporal image data is that psychophysical evidence suggests

that biological visual systems are well adapted to process temporal information. The human visual

system is very sensitive to motion. This is also true for many animals. Stationary objects are much

harder to detect than moving objects. Many animals use this fact as a camouflage strategy.
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In this project, we deal with two related, yet different, aspects of motion apparent in pedestrian

control problems: tracking and recognition. Tracking attempts to identify certain spatial and

dynamic quantities of motion through time. Motion recognition is a higher level process which

attempts to identify the type of motion taking place. More details will be given in the problem def-

inition section.

1.1 Articulated Motion

In computer vision, motion can be classified into rigid and non-rigid motion. Articulated

motion is considered an important subset of non-rigid motion where the object of interest is com-

posed of several rigid components connected to each other by ball and hinge joints. The human

body, many animals and insects, and machinery all exhibit articulated motion. Because of the

wealth of applications that involve the human body, most of the research that dealt with articu-

lated motion was aimed at human body motion. For the sake of usefulness, the work introduced in

this project also deals with human body motion although it can be generalized to any articulated

motion. Because of the high articulation and flexibility of the human body, its motion can be very

complex. Analysis of this motion is made even more difficult because of the effect of clothing on

the appearance of the body. Another source of difficulty is that occlusions of some parts and reap-

pearance of other parts occur very frequently as the body performs even a simple action like walk-

ing. These difficulties make the problem of dealing with human body motion a challenging one.

1.2 Application Domain

Vision-based tracking and analysis of articulated motion has the advantage of being non-intru-
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sive. This is especially important when dealing with humans. In some applications, the only alter-

native would be the placement of markers on many parts of the body to track motion. Other

applications may require the use of active sensors such as infrared and ultra-sonic sensors. The

convenience and safety of visual sensing comes at the cost of difficulty in achieving the desired

goal. Many vision-based solutions do not provide a satisfactory solution yet or in some cases, are

too sensitive to small changes in the environment. However, this field is relatively recent and

many research tracks have yet to be explored.

There are many applications for visual tracking and analysis of articulated motion. In surveil-

lance, a human operator has been traditionally used. Automating surveillance can be highly desir-

able in cases where using a human operator is not feasible. Automated surveillance can be used to

detect intruders to a restricted area or find suspicious activities. Parking lots, department stores

and ATM machines are a few examples where such a system can be used. Simple motion detec-

tors suffer from the problem of giving too many false positives. A human, a dog, or a moving tree

due to the wind blowing will all trigger an alarm. The system needs to be intelligent enough to

distinguish between a human and other moving objects. Furthermore, the system should be able to

distinguish a suspicious activity from a regular one. Surveillance can also use trajectory informa-

tion of pedestrians to detect and classify events and behaviors [38,44]. Automated surveillance

can also be used in factories to monitor machinery as an alternative to a more expensive manual

system. Breakdowns can be detected early when one of the machines starts moving in a different

way than it is supposed to or stops moving completely. Early detection is very critical in situations

like this.

Pedestrian traffic monitoring is another demanding application. In traffic control, tracking
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pedestrians at intersection can be used to both increase safety and optimize traffic timing. Safety

can be increased by either providing extra crossing time for people who need extra time or by pro-

viding a warning signal to drivers indicating the presence of pedestrians in the crosswalk. Optimi-

zation is a direct outcome of dynamically adjusting the walk signal delay. When there are no

pedestrians, the walk signal should not be part of the cycle. Pedestrian traffic monitoring can be

used to count pedestrians and provide other quantities such as the different paths pedestrians take

and most visited locations. This type of application is particularly useful for retailers and shop-

ping center who can use the data to improve operating efficiency, evaluate performance, and

charge hourly for retail spaces.

In each of the previous applications, a vision-based solution will require either tracking the sub-

ject (or parts of the subject) of interest or recognition of an action. These two requirements are

described in more detail below along with the motivation behind the choices of the problems we

addressed in this project and the solution methods we used.

1.3 Tracking

Tracking implies the recovery of trajectories. In tracking humans, there are different levels at

which tracking can be performed. At the highest level, the whole body is tracked without paying

attention to the details of the posture and limbs. At a lower level, the posture and limbs are

tracked. At an even lower level, one or two parts of the body (such as hands) are tracked. The fin-

est level would be tracking the fingers of a hand or facial features. The type of application deter-

mines the tracking level.
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Part of the scope of this work deals with the highest level of tracking: tracking the whole body

as one unit. There are several reasons for our choice of this problem. In addition to it being an

important problem in some applications, it is a problem whose solution needs to be as general as

possible. Applications that require whole body tracking, whether it is surveillance or traffic-

related, involve mostly outdoor settings where very little environment control is possible. Chang-

ing weather and lighting conditions are some examples of inevitable factors. A satisfactory solu-

tion to this problem needs to handle these changes. In addition, controlling the subjects as in

having them wear a certain color or behave in a certain way is not applicable in this case. Con-

trolled environments may be applicable in other applications that require different tracking levels

to reduce the complexity of the problem. For example, in sign language interpretation, the subject

can be required to have a certain pose and wear colored gloves. The lighting conditions can also

be controlled. Many solutions have been presented for tracking the whole body as a single unit but

the majority imposed impractical restrictions. We chose this problem because of the lack of a gen-

eral solution, in an attempt to present a solution with as few restrictions as possible.

Another motivation for this choice is that solving this problem can provide a useful tool to deal

with the second problem we address in this work, namely, action recognition. The usefulness

stems from the fact that locating the subject of interest will help in confining the recognition effort

to that location.

In tracking humans as single units, the drawback in many of the solutions that have been pre-

sented originates from an implied assumption that there is a clean one-to-one correspondence

between extracted features, or blobs, and pedestrians in the scene. Arbitrary images may not sat-

isfy this assumption due to clutter, color of clothes, and weather conditions among other factors.
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In our solution, we allow maximum flexibility by allowing this relation to be many-to-many. Our

method tracks features and pedestrians at different levels and dynamically updates this relation.

1.4 Motion Recognition

Given a number of predefined actions, recognition of an articulated object motion is the prob-

lem of classifying the object motion into one of these actions. Normally, the set of actions has a

meaning in a certain domain. In sign language for example, the set of actions corresponds to the

set of possible words and letters that can be produced. In ballet, the actions are the step names in

one of the ballet notation languages. In pedestrian applications, motion recognition can help us

separate pedestrians from rollerbladers.

The study of human body motion perception by the human visual system was made possible by

the use of the so-called moving light displays (MLDs) first introduced by Johansson in 1973

[42,43]. Johansson devised a method to isolate the motion cue by constructing an image sequence

where the only visible features are a set of moving lights corresponding to joints of the human

body. Figure 1.1 shows an example.

He found that when a subject was presented an MLD corresponding to an actor performing an

activity such as walking, running, or stair climbing, the subject had no problem recognizing the

activity. It took less than 200 milliseconds to identify the activity. The subjects were not able to

identify humans when the lights were stationary. Cutting and Kozlowski [17,51] demonstrated

that the gender of the walking person and the gait of a friend can be identified from MLDs. It was

later shown that subjects can identify more complex movements such as hammering, box lifting,
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Figure 1.1 A moving light display with and without the human body outline.

ball bouncing, dancing, greeting, and boxing [21]. Two theories on how people recognize actions

from MLDs have been suggested. In the first theory, people perform three-dimensional recon-

struction of the object and then use that to recognize the action. In the second theory, people uti-

lize motion information directly without performing reconstruction.

Consequently, in computer vision, the problem of motion recognition has been attempted using

two approaches. The first is a reconstruction-based approach that attempts to do structure-from-

motion first and then use the recovered three-dimensional information in recognition. The second

is a motion-based approach that uses motion parameters directly without performing any recon-

struction. The shape-from-motion problem in its general sense is a classic computer vision prob-

lem. It involves the recovery of three-dimensional motion parameters and the relative depth map.

When dealing with an articulated object, this process becomes more complex due to the non-

rigidity of the object. To date, the problem of articulated object shape-from-motion, which is the

same as the problem of limb tracking and posture recovery described in the previous section, has

not been satisfactorily solved. The vast majority of the work related to articulated motion, how-

ever, falls under the reconstruction-based category, probably more motivated by the applications
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that make use of the reconstruction phase alone than by psychophysics. In this work, we argue

that reconstruction is not a necessary step that must precede motion recognition. We present a

novel motion-based approach for motion recognition which unlike other motion-based

approaches, can be generalized to recognize any articulated motion.

1.5 Problem Definition

Tracking and analysis of articulated objects has many practical applications, most of which

involve the human body. The desired tracking and analysis outcome depends on the specific

applications. Two of these outcomes are dealt with in this project: tracking the body as a whole

and recognizing actions. Therefore, we define our problem as the problem of tracking and action

recognition of the human body. The problem consists of the following two sub-problems:

1. Tracking the human body as a whole: It is the problem of real-time recovery of motion trajec-

tories in world coordinates of moving pedestrians in a scene bounded by the view field of a

single stationary camera. To alleviate the recovery of world coordinates, camera parameters

such as resolution, focal length, height and tilt angle are assumed to be known. No restrictions

are made on the camera position, the number of pedestrians, pose, motion direction, speed, or

occlusions. There is also no restriction regarding weather conditions or the existence of other

possibly moving objects such as oscillating trees.

2. Action recognition: It is the problem of classifying the action performed by a human in a

video sequence. No other sensory input such as three-dimensional joint locations is allowed.

The domain of possible actions is provided along with samples of each action. The technique

is required to be capable of generalization to any domain with any set of actions. The actions

8



performed may have variable durations. The same action is also allowed to have different

speeds. Moreover, temporal alignment of actions is not required. Recognition should not be

influenced by the actor, his/her height, shape or style in performing the actions.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

Articulated motion (the motion that pedestrians exhibit) has been a subject of interest in many

different fields. In robotics, researchers utilized control techniques in an attempt to build legged

robots which can perform a variety of tasks such as walking and running. Biomechanics dealt

with providing data that describes as close as possible human motion. In psychophysics, the per-

ception of articulated motion by the human visual system has been studied. In computer graphics,

the emphasis was on motion synthesis, or animation. Finally, in computer vision, the focus was on

computational techniques for tracking and perception articulated motion.

This chapter provides a review of the body of work that has been done in computer vision in

relation to articulated motion. We classify the work into three categories, which reflect the organi-

zation of this chapter:

1. Whole-body tracking: This deals with tracking the articulated body, a pedestrian, as a single

unit, without the identification or tracking of the parts of the body.

2. Limb tracking: Here, the emphasis is on the individual body parts and the recovery of the

structure of the body. Limb tracking techniques can be either two-dimensional or three-dimen-

sional, depending on whether the recovered parameters are in image coordinates or in world
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coordinates.

3. Motion recognition: Methods belonging to this category attempt to identify the action as one

of the actions in a database. Motion recognition can rely on two- or three-dimensional track-

ing information. Alternatively, it can utilize motion features directly.

4. Hand Tracking, Hand Gesture Recognition and Lip-reading.

The work described in this report belongs to whole-body tracking (Section 2.1) and motion rec-

ognition using motion features (Section 2.3.3).

2.1 Whole-Body Tracking

Several attempts have been made to track pedestrians as single units. Baumberg and Hogg [5]

used deformable templates to track the silhouette of a walking pedestrian. The advantage of their

system is that it is able to identify the pose of the pedestrian. Tracking results were shown for one

pedestrian in the scene and the system assumed that overlap and occlusions are minimal [4].

Another use of the silhouette was made by Segen and Pingali [72]. In their case, features on the

pedestrian silhouette were tracked and their paths were clustered. The system ran in real-time but

was not able to deal well with temporary occlusions. Occlusions and overlaps seem to be a pri-

mary source of instability for many systems. Rossi and Bozzoli [70] avoided the problem by

mounting the camera vertically in their system which aimed to mainly count passing pedestrians

in a corridor. Such a camera configuration, however, may not be feasible in some cases. Occlu-

sions and overlaps occur very commonly in pedestrian scenes; and cannot be ignored by a pedes-

trian tracking system. The use of multiple cameras can alleviate the occlusion problem. Cai and

Aggarwal [9] tracked pedestrians with multiple cameras. The system, however, did not address

12



the occlusion problem in particular but rather how to match the pedestrian across different camera

views. The switching among cameras was done manually.

Smith et al. [76] performed pedestrian detection in real-time. The system used several simplis-

tic criteria to judge whether the detected object is a pedestrian or not but did not actually track

pedestrians. Sullivan et al. [79] used deformable models to track pedestrians. Initialization and

tracking was performed using segmented pedestrians from the background. In general, handling

occlusions is difficult using deformable models. Shio and Sklansky [74] presented a method for

segmenting people in motion with the use of correlation techniques over successive frames to

recover the motion field. Iterative merging was then used to recover regions with similar motion.

The method was able to deal with partial occlusions. The assumption was that pedestrians do not

change direction as they move. A disadvantage of this method is the high computational cost of

the correlation and the iterative merging steps. An interesting approach which was presented by

Heisele et al. [34] is based on their earlier work on color cluster flow [33]. An image is clustered

into regions of similar color. In the subsequent images, the clusters are updated using a k-means

clustering algorithm. Assuming that the pedestrian legs form one cluster, a step to recognize legs

enables the system to recognize and track pedestrians. This was done by checking the periodicity

of the cluster shape and by feeding the gray scale images of the legs into a time delay neural net-

work. The advantage of this approach is that it works in the case of a moving camera. Unfortu-

nately, due to several costly steps, real-time implementation was not possible.
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2.2 Limb Tracking

2.2.1 2-D Limb Tracking

Very early work by Akita [1] attempted to track body parts using a model-based approach.

Body parts were recognized in the order: legs, head, arms, then trunk. The author assumes that the

legs are the most stable to detect and the trunk is the least stable. Correlation was used to estimate

the body parts position. When correlation fails, a set of predefined key frames are used to give a

rough estimate of the position of the person. There are many assumptions in this method in addi-

tion to many simplifications such as foreground-background straightforward segmentation. Also,

the motion was assumed to be known beforehand.

Leung and Yang [53] used a model that consisted of five ribbons and a trunk to label the differ-

ent body parts. The features used were image edges and moving edges. Labeling was done

according to some constraints such as ratios of length to width of various body parts. The choice

of thresholds which may vary from one person to another is critical to this method. Chang and

Huang [11] also used ribbons to track arms and legs. Labeling was simplified by imposing some

assumptions. For example, the arms are assumed to be located above the legs in the scene.

Ju et al. [45] proposed a 2-D model-based approach to track the leg closer to the camera using

connected planar patches. Their model was parameterized to accommodate for the deformations

the patches undergo as the leg moves.

Niyogi and Adelson [58] tracked the legs of walking people by analyzing the X-T plane at dif-

ferent Y values. For a Y value around the legs area, a braided pattern appears on the X-T plane

corresponding to the legs motion. Deformable contours (snakes) are used to fit the pattern. A sim-
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ple model using a 5-stick figure (two sticks for each leg and one for torso) was used by simple line

fitting. Gait recognition was performed by comparing the contour data of these snakes to distin-

guish different walkers. In their work, they assumed a rough knowledge of the heights of the head

and feet and that the person is walking parallel to the image plane at a constant speed. They were

able to achieve an 81% rate of classifying the walking action as belonging to one of five people.

Wren et al. [85] developed a real-time limb tracking system "Pfinder". It is based on blob track-

ing where each blob corresponds to a different body part (head, hands, feet, shirt, and pants) and

has certain statistical properties. Initial labeling is done by having the person face the camera and

stand in a specific pose. The system ran in real-time and handled occlusions robustly. However,

the authors did not mention how sensitive the system is when body parts have the same color. The

system was limited to tracking one person in the view of the camera with a static background.

2.2.2 3-D Limb Tracking

Much of the research in human body and articulated motion tracking has been in the area of 3-

D tracking. The results in this area, however, are still limited. Most approaches have made use a

predefined 3-D model. A model consists of primitives such as generalized cylinders [23,28,36,69]

or superquadrics [26,46]. Superquadrics are generalizations of ellipsoids which have squareness

parameters along the axes. The shape parameters of the 3-D model (such as limb lengths, etc.)

were almost always assumed to be constant and the emphasis has been on pose recovery. The

models were mainly specified by articulation points. Use of further constraints such as joint angle

limits, collision, or dynamic constraints such as balance and gravity has been limited. Some meth-

ods used general articulated motion constraints such as in-plane rotation [35] and fixed-axis rota-

tion [84]
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Figure 2.1 General interpretation cycle.

Some methods [23,26,36,59,60,62,69] adopted the general scheme for model-based approaches

proposed by Kanade [47]. The general idea of this scheme is to have a feedback loop as depicted

in Figure 2.1. The image and the model are treated as two different domains. The model supplies

a set of hypothesis by predicting the future. These hypotheses are tested for validity, refined and

sent back to the model domain so that the model is updated. Due to the complexity of the human

body motion, a prediction process may generate a huge number of hypotheses. Testing therefore

involves performing a search in a high dimensional space. If testing is not sufficiently reliable, the

wrong hypothesis may be chosen. This problem was sometimes handled by either reducing the

number of predicted hypotheses by restricting the movement freedom of the model [69] or mak-

ing testing more reliable by assuming a easy segmentation or a clean input such as a synthesized

image sequence [60]. Other approaches did not use the model feedback loop [13]. The flow of
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information was therefore in one direction: from the image domain to the model domain.

An alternative to this scheme using inverse kinematics was used by other methods

[28,83,87,89]. This technique is often used in robotic control theory. There is a nonlinear mapping

which maps the state space comprised of pose configuration and joint angles, etc. to the image

space. It involves several coordinate transformations at articulation points and perspective projec-

tion. Inverse kinematics attempts to invert this mapping by linearization and gradient-based opti-

mization to recover the changes in state parameters. Generally speaking, techniques based on

inverse kinematics are computationally more efficient because of their use of gradient-based opti-

mization. However, they are more likely to get stuck in a local minimum due to the highly nonlin-

ear nature of the mapping. In addition, measurements may not be smooth for fast motions using

standard video sampling rate.

Multiple cameras have been used by some methods [26,46,2] to reduce the effect of occlusions

and much less often to utilize triangulation in 3-D information recovery. However, the majority

still cannot handle significant occlusions. Azarbayejani and Pentland [2] proposed a technique to

recover 3-D coordinates of the head and the two hands using a stereo setup. The features used

were blobs which were obtained using the same technique as in [85]. Blobs can be considered as

intermediate-level features. Other intermediate- and low-level features that were used include

edges [28,26,69] or regions [83,87]. Some methods used higher-level features such as joints. The

assumption was that the location of joints is provided or easily segmented [13,37,60,73,89]. This

is a strong assumption since the detection of joints is generally a difficult task. Color and texture

features were rarely used. Use of these features may be necessary if tracking people with loose-

fitting clothes is desired.
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Finally, there are other issues that still need to be addressed in 3-D tracking. One such issue is

model initialization. Most methods do not handle initialization of the model and deal only with

incremental pose estimation. Another issue is tracking of more than one person.

2.3 Motion Recognition

2.3.1 Recognition Based on 2-D Tracking

Goddard [27] used tracked point from Moving Light Displays (MLDs). The tracking informa-

tion was assumed to be provided. The features used were relative angles and relative angular

velocities of joints. Low level features were integrated to form higher level features. A connec-

tionist model was used for recognition. Successful classification of walk, run, and skip action was

achieved using this approach.

Guo et al. [29] classified actions into three categories: walking, running and everything else.

They performed two-dimensional tracking on the silhouette of the body which is extracted using

background subtraction. A stick figure is fitted to the silhouette to track the motion. Parameters

extracted from the stick figure are then used for action recognition. This is done by performing

Fourier transform on one period of these parameters to obtain the first few frequency components.

The assumption is that one cycle of the action can be reliably segmented. Recognition is done by

feeding the frequency components into a neural network. They used a number of samples both

real and synthetic to achieve a 97.3% recognition rate.

Yacoob and Black [86] used 2-D tracking data in the form of parameterized models of the

tracked legs. The recovered parameters over the duration of the action were then compressed
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using principle component analysis. Recognition was done by finding the nearest neighbor in

eigenspace taking into consideration temporal shifts and differences in duration. Four actions

were classified with an 82% accuracy.

Finally, Rangarajan et al. [67] matched motion trajectories using scale space. They used speed

and direction parameters rather than locations to achieve translation and rotation invariance. The

input was manually tracked points on several parts of the body performing the action. Given two

speed signals, matching is performed by differencing the scale space images of the signals. Direc-

tion matching is done in the same way. In the experiments, a good match score was given for two

walking actions performed by the same person, while a lower score was given when the person

was different.

2.3.2 Recognition Based on 3-D Tracking

Upon successful 3-D tracking, motion recognition can make use of any or the recovered param-

eters such as joint coordinates and joint angles. Work done in this area has been limited to inputs

of the form of MLDs obtained by placing markers on various body joints which are tracked in 3-

D. Ideally, the 3-D tracking data would come from one of the 3-D limb tracking methods

explained above.

Campbell and Bobick [10] used phase-space representation to model actions. In this representa-

tion, parameters are plotted without the time axis forming a series of points in space. Recognition

was performed by considering two-dimensional subspaces of the phase space. This representation

is useful because it provides invariance to variation in speed. Another way of dealing with differ-

ences in speed variations is by using the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) technique [56]. In this
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technique, given two temporally aligned patterns of lengths M and N elements, an optimal pair-

ing of the element of the two patterns that preserves order is generated. Gavrila and Davis [26]

used DTW to distinguish three actions.

2.3.3 Recognition Based on Motion Features

Yamato et al. [88] used Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to distinguish different tennis strokes.

A segmentation step through background subtraction was first performed. The resulting image is

then binarized with an appropriate threshold and then normalized to obtain a binary foreground

image. This image is then divided into a grid of equal rectangular regions and the number of pix-

els in each region is counted. A feature vector is formed for every frame based on these numbers.

For every action, a new HMM was learned. Recognition is done simply by selecting the HMM

that was most likely to generate the given sequence of feature vectors (output symbols). The main

advantage of such an approach is that it is easy to add a new action to the database. This is done

by training an HMM and adding it to the set of HMMs. The approach, however, was sensitive to

the shape of the person performing the stroke. Use of motion features rather than spatial features

may have reduced this sensitivity.

Davis and Bobick [19] used what they called motion-history images (MHIs). An MHI repre-

sents motion recency where locations of more recent motions are brighter than older motions. A

single MHI is used to represent an action. A pattern classification technique using seven Hu

moments of the image was then used for recognition. They presented results of recognizing aero-

bic exercises performed by two actors, one for training and one for testing. The choice of an

appropriate duration parameter used in the MHI calculation is critical. Temporal segmentation
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was done by trying all possible parameters. The system was able to successfully classify three dif-

ferent actions: sitting, arm waving and crouching. It remains to be seen how well this representa-

tion can capture long cyclic actions. For example, if two motions at different times take place in

the same area, the latter will destroy the history information of the former.

Motion information extracted directly form the image sequence was also utilized by Polana and

Nelson [65]. In their work, they used normal flow (the component of the flow field which is paral-

lel to the gradient). The feature vector in their case was computed by temporally dividing the

action into six divisions and finding the normal flow in each. Further more, each division is spa-

tially partitioned into 4 by 4 cells. The summation of the magnitude of the normal flow at each

cell was used to make up the feature vector. Thus, the vector was composed of 96 values. Recog-

nition was done by finding the most similar vector in the training set using nearest centroid algo-

rithm. The duration of the action was determined by calculating a periodicity measure [64]. This

helps in correcting for temporal scale but not temporal translation. To overcome this problem,

their technique matched the feature vector at every possible phase shift (six in this case). They

tested their method using six different activities each performed several times by the same person

and one activity performed by a toy frog. The activities were: walking, running, swinging (on a

swing), skiing on a skiing machine, exercising on a machine, jumping jacks. Half the perfor-

mances were used for reference and the other half was used for testing. A different person was

used to supply samples for one of the activities (walking). The method worked fairly well which

shows that the discriminatory power of the motion features used. More testing, especially using

different actors, would be needed to demonstrate the usefulness of this method. Moreover, the

actions used, with the exception of walking and running, were very different in terms of spatial
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scale which may have contributed to recognition success. Most of the computation time was

spend in normal flow computation.

2.4 Hand Tracking, Hand Gesture Recognition and Lip-reading

The problems of hand tracking and hand gesture recognition had a particular interest motivated

by demanding applications in gesture-driven control and sign language coding and interpretation.

Consequently, there was an emphasis on the tracking problem [15,22,32,52,68] as well as on the

recognition problem [8,12,18,20,25,39,66,77,81]. Many of the ideas mentioned in the previous

sections were used here. In addition, various constraints were imposed to simplify the problem.

But unlike the constraints on tracking and recognition human body motion, these are more toler-

ated due to the nature of the applications. For example, it is easier to require someone using a ges-

ture-driven control application to put on colored gloves than to require people to wear a certain

color in a surveillance application.

In lip-reading, the goal is to classify spoken words into one of the classes specified in a data-

base. This problem is fundamentally different than human body motion analysis because the

motion of the mouth is closer to deformable motion than to articulated motion. A few approaches

addressed lip-reading. The features used were mouth opening shape [63], mouth elongation [55],

tracked dots placed around the mouth [24], and optical flow [54]. Recognition was done by mea-

suring distances among representations derived from these features. Yacoob and Black [86] used

their human action recognition method (see Section 2.3.1) to perform lip-reading using optical

flow features. Kirby et al. [49] did not perform recognition. Instead, they used principle compo-

nent analysis to compress images from the sequence of the spoken word down to three coeffi-
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cients per image to achieve a low transmission bandwidth.
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Chapter 3

Motion Recognition

In [19], it was demonstrated that our visual capabilities allow us to perceive actions with ease

even when presented with an extremely blurred image sequence of an action. Several snapshots

from a similar sequence are shown in Figure 3.1. These experiments suggest that using motion

alone to recognize actions may be favorable to reconstruction-based approaches.

Our method uses motion extracted directly from the image sequence. At each frame, motion

information is represented by a feature image. Motion information is calculated efficiently using

an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter. A different method, though conceptually similar, was

used by [19]. Unlike [19], an action is represented by several feature images rather than just one

image. Actions can be complex and repetitive making it difficult to capture motion details in one

feature image. Motion features were also used by [65]. In this case several motion features were

extracted throughout the action duration. The features were based on normal flow and were very

small in size (a 4 x 4 matrix). Most of computation time was spent in normal flow computation.

Our choice of IIR filtering is motivated by the efficiency of this approach. The feature image used

is not limited to a small size. Higher representation resolution could give more discriminatory
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Figure 3.1 Snapshots from a motion sequence (of a person skipping) where the images have been
blurred. Humans have no difficulty perceiving the action.

power when there is a similarity among actions. Dimensionality reduction using principle compo-

nent analysis (PCA) is then utilized at the recognition stage.

To evaluate our approach we perform classification experiments involving eight different action

classes each performed by 28 different people for a total of 232 samples, 168 of which were used

as test samples.

After explaining the details of the feature image representation in Section 3.1, recognition is

described in Section 3.2. The action data that was used for testing and its acquisition steps are pre-

sented in Section 3.3. Finally, results and analysis follow in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.2 Filter response to a step signal.

3.1 Feature Image

As mentioned earlier, an IIR filter is used to construct the feature image. In particular, we use

the response of the filter as a measure of motion in the image. A slightly different formulation of

this measurement has been used by Halevi and Weinshall [30]. The idea is to represent motion by

its recency: recent motion will be brighter than older motion. This technique, also called recursive

filtering, is simple, time-efficient and therefore, suitable for real-time applications. A weighted

average at time i, Mi, is computed as

M, = ax Ii + ( 1 - c) x Mi _ , (3.1)

where i, is the image at time i, and a is a fraction in the range 0 to 1. The feature image at time

i, Fi , is computed as follows: Fi = jMi - I . Figure 3.2 is a plot of the filter response to a step
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function with a set to 0.5. F can be described as an exponential decay function similar to that of

a capacitor discharge. The rate of decay is controlled by the parameter a. An a equal to 0 causes

the weighted average, M, to remain constant (equal to the background) and therefore F will be

equal to the foreground. An a equal to 1 causes M to be equal to the previous frame. In this case,

F becomes equivalent to image differencing. Between these two extremes, the feature image cap-

tures temporal changes (features) in the sequence. Moving objects result in a fading trail behind

them. In the one-dimensional case, a step edge in the image moving to the left will produce a fea-

ture image similar to that shown in Figure 1(c) (after replacing the time coordinate by a spatial

coordinate). In fact, if the edge was moving one pixel at a time to the left, the feature image will

be identical to Figure 1(c).

The speed and direction of motion are implicit in this representation. The spread of the trail

indicates the speed while the gradient of the region indicates direction. Figure 3.3 shows several

frames from a motion sequence along with the extracted motion features using this technique.

Note that it is the contrast of the gray level of the moving object which controls the magnitude of

F not the actual gray level value.

With the assumption that the height, h, of the person and his/her location in the image are

known, feature images are sized and located accordingly. The feature image is computed in an

box of dimensions 0.9h by 1.1 h whose bottom is aligned with the base line and centered around

the midline of the person. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4. The extra height is needed in cases of

some actions that involve jumping. The width is large enough to accommodate the legs motion
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3 An example of a walking and a running motion sequence. (a) Original images. (b) Filtered

images (feature images) with 0c = 0.3.

and the motion trails behind them. Details about how the person's height and location can be esti-

mated will be explained in section 3.3.2.

The feature image values are normalized to be in the range 0, 1 ]. They are also thresholded to

remove noise and insignificant changes (a threshold of 0.05 was found appropriate). Finally, a

low pass filter is applied to remove additional noise.
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0.9h

Figure 3.4 Feature image size selection.

3.2 Learning and Recognition

Our goal is to classify actions into one of several categories. We use the feature image represen-

tation calculated throughout the action duration. The idea is to compare the feature images with

reference feature images of different learned actions and look for the best match. There are sev-

eral issues to consider using this approach. Action duration is not necessarily fixed for the same

action. Also, the method should be able to handle small speedups or slowdowns. Even if we

assume actions are performed at the same speed, we cannot assume temporal alignment and there-

fore a frame-by-frame matching starting from the first frame should be avoided. The frame-to-

frame matching process itself needs to be invariant to the actor's physical attributes such as

height, size, color of clothing, etc. Moreover, since an action can be composed of a large number

of frames, correlation-based methods for matching may not be appropriate due to their computa-

tionally intensive nature.
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All these issues have been considered in the development of our recognition method. This sec-

tion describes the details of our algorithm and addresses the issues mentioned above.

3.2.1 Magnitude and Size Normalization

As actions are represented as sequences of feature images, two types of normalization are per-

formed on a feature image:

1. Magnitude normalization: Because of the way feature images are computed, a person wearing

clothes similar to the background will produce low magnitude features. To adjust for this, we

normalize the feature image by the 2-norm of the vector formed by concatenating all the val-

ues in all the feature images corresponding to the action. The values are then multiplied by the

square root of the number of frames to provide invariance to action length (in number of

frames).

2. Size normalization: The images are resized so that they are all of equal dimensions. Not only

does this type of normalization works across different people but also it corrects for changes

in scale due to distance from the camera, for instance.

3.2.2 Principle Component Analysis

3.2.2.1 Overview

Principle component analysis (PCA) is a technique which is commonly used for dimensionality

reduction and for classification. Given N n-dimensional samples, X = |xi x2 ... X] , xi E

a measure of scatter is the expected value of the squared between-sample distance. This scatter

measure can be calculated as
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x = 2 tr x, (3.2)

where Ex is the covariance matrix of X. Ex is defined as

n

IX ( = (Xi -_)(Xi-_)TV, (3.3)

i=l

where R e n is the mean of all samples. An orthonormal transformation D = [ 1 2---m]

consisting of m n-dimensional vectors i's is sought to map the original n-dimensional samples

(xi's) into a new set of m-dimensional vectors, where m <n (dimensionality reduction). Let

[Y= [l Y .. yN] be the set of mapped vectors,

Y = DTX. (3.4)

Hence, the scatter measure of Y is

S= 2 tr y = 2 tr (4 Ex D)

m T (3.5)
= 2 X j (iX

i= 1

In PCA, it is desired to find the (, 's that maximize this scatter measure. This implies that the

expected value of the squared distance among the mapped vectors is as large as possible which

make them appropriate for classification. It turns out that the m eigenvectors of Ex correspond-

ing to the m largest eigenvalues are precisely those 4i 's. This transformation is also known as the

discrete Karhunen-Loeve (K-L) expansion. Since 4i is an eigenvector of Ex ,

2x 4 i = i4i, (3.6)

where Xi is the eigenvalue associated with i,. Substituting equation (3.6) into equation (3.5)

yields
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m m

di = 2X 0,iT D = 2 Ix . (3.7)
i=1 i= 1

Thus, the scatter is proportional to the sum of the eigenvalues used.

Modeling and recognition using PCA is usually done in a number of steps. First, a number of

samples (training data) is used to calculate the eigenvectors. Each sample is then projected in

eigenspace using a selected number of eigenvectors. The resulting vector can be viewed as a point

in eigenspace which has a much lower dimensionality than the original space. The vector values

are sometimes referred to as coefficients because the original vector can be approximated by mul-

tiplying these coefficients by the basis (the eigenvectors). When a new sample is to be recognized,

it is first projected in eigenspace in a similar manner. A classifier is then used in eigenspace to

find which class in the training data the new sample belongs to. There are some variants of PCA

that use other techniques such as SVD decomposition.

3.2.2.2 PCA for Action Recognition

PCA has been extensively used in the field of face recognition [6,31,50,80,82]. The use of PCA

in action recognition has been limited, however. Of a particular relevance to this work is the work

of Yacoob and Black [86]. In their method, the features used were based on tracking five body

parts using the work of Ju et al. [45]. Each tracked part provided eight temporal measurements.

Thus, in total, 40 temporal curves are used to represent an action. Training data is composed of

these curves for every example action. Each training sample is composed by concatenating all 40

curves. The training data is then compressed using a PCA technique. An action can now be repre-

sented in terms of coefficients of a few basis vectors. Given a new action, recognition is done by a

search process which involves calculating the distance between the coefficients for this action and
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the coefficients of every example action and choosing the minimum distance. Their method han-

dles temporal variation (temporal shift and temporal duration) by parameterizing this search pro-

cess using an affine transformation.

Our method differs in that an action is not represented by a single point in eigenspace but rather

a manifold whose points correspond to the different feature images the action goes through. This

moves the burden of temporal alignment and duration adjustments from searching in the measure-

ment space to searching in eigenspace. We see two main advantages for doing this:

1. Reduction in search complexity: Because the eigenspace has a much lower dimension than the

measurement space, a more exhaustive search can be afforded.

2. Increased robustness: PCA is based on linear mapping. Action measurements are inherently

nonlinear and this nonlinearity increases as these measurements are aggregated across the

whole action. PCA can provide better discrimination if the action is not considered as one

entity but a sequence of entities.

Nayar et al. [57] used parameterized eigenspace manifolds to recognize objects under different

pose and lighting conditions.

In our method, the training set consists of a actions each performed a certain number of times,

s. For each of the as samples, normalized feature images are computed throughout the action

duration. Let the j-th sample of action i consist of T7 feature images: F1, F2, ... , F . A corre-

sponding set of column vectors Si = [f f... f is constructed where each f is formed by

stacking the columns of the corresponding feature image. To avoid bias in the training process, a
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fixed number L of f's is used since the number of feature images Tij for a particular sample

depends on the action and how the action was performed. From every set of f's we select L

evenly spaced (in time) set of vectors g, g, ... , g . L should be small enough to accommodate

the shortest action. To ensure that the selected feature images for the samples of one action corre-

spond to similar postures, the samples for each action are assumed to be temporally aligned. This

restriction is removed in the testing phase. The grand mean, g, of these vectors (g's) over all i's

and j's is computed. The grand mean is subtracted from each one of the g's and the resultant vec-

tors are the columns of the matrix X = *xi x2 ... xN1, where N = asL is the total number of

columns. The number of rows of X is equal to the size of the feature image. The first m eigen-

vectors D = [ 102"-4m] (corresponding to the largest m eigenvalues) are then computed as

described in Section 3.2.2.1. Each sample Si is first updated by subtracting g from each column

vector and then projected using these eigenvectors. Let Sij = [y ... i be such that

ti = f - g. The projection into eigenspace is computed as

Yi = Tsij
S .. . (3.8)

- Y2 ... Y "

Each y9 is an m-dimensional column feature vector which represents a point in eigenspace (the

values are coefficients of the eigenvectors). Y. is therefore a manifold representing a sample

action. We will refer to the set of all the Y 's as the reference manifolds. Recognition will be per-

formed by comparing the manifold of the new action to the reference manifolds as will be
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explained in the next section.

3.2.3 Recognition

As mentioned earlier, recognition is done by comparing the manifold of the test action in

eigenspace to the reference manifolds. The manifold of the test action is computed in the same

way as described above using the computed eigenvectors at the training stage. In this Section, we

describe the distance measure that was used for comparison and explain how it is used for classi-

fication.

3.2.3.1 Distance Measure

The computed manifold depends on the duration and temporal shift of the action which should

not have an effect on the comparison. Our distance measure can handle changes in duration and is

invariant to temporal shifts. Given two manifolds A = [ai a ... a] and B = [b b2 ... b ,

we define

1 a. b.
d(A Bai 

bJl
SB min (3.9)1: j_5 Ilaill IIbjll

i=1

as a measure of the mean minimum distance between every normalized point in A and every nor-

malized point in B. To ensure symmetry, the distance measure which we use is

D(A, B) = d(A, B) + d(B, A). (3.10)

This distance measure is a variant of the Hausdorff metric (we use the mean of minima rather

than the maximum of minima) which still preserves metric properties. The invariance to shifts is

clear from the expression. In fact, d(,) is invariant to any permutation of points since there is no

consideration for order altogether. This flexibility comes at the cost of allowing actions which are
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not similar, but somehow have similar feature images in a different order, to be considered similar.

The likelihood of this happening, however, is quite low. This approach is similar to phase space

approaches where the time axis is collapsed [10]. The temporal order in our case is not completely

lost, however. The feature image representation has an implicit locally temporal order specifica-

tion. This measure also handles changes in the number of points as long as the points are more or

less uniformly distributed on the manifold. The normalization of points in equation (3.9) is effec-

tively an intensity normalization of feature images.

3.2.3.2 Classification

Using the distance measure equation (3.10), three different classifiers have been considered:

1. Minimum Distance (MD): The test manifold is classified as belonging to the same action class

the nearest manifold belongs to, over all reference manifolds. This requires finding the dis-

tance to every reference manifold.

2. Minimum Average Distance (MAD): The mean distance to reference manifolds belonging to

each action class is calculated; and the shortest distance decides classification. This also

involves finding the distance to every reference manifold.

3. Minimum Distance to Average (MDA) (also called nearest centroid): For each action, the cen-

troid of all reference manifolds belonging to that action is computed. This is also a manifold

with a number of points equal to the average number of points in each reference manifold

belonging to the action. We do not interpolate to compute this manifold. Instead, the nearest

points (temporally) on the reference manifolds are averaged to compute the corresponding

point on the centroid manifold. A test manifold is classified as belonging to the action class

with the nearest centroid. Testing involves calculating a number of distances equal to the num-
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ber of action classes.

3.3 Action Data

3.3.1 Data Selection

To evaluate our recognition method, we recorded video sequences of eight actions each per-

formed by 29 different people. Several frames from one sample of each action are shown in Fig-

ures 3.5 and 3.6. The actions are named as follows: Walk, Run, Skip, Line-walk, Hop, March,

Side-walk, Side-skip. There are several reasons for our choice of this particular data set:

1. Discrimination becomes more challenging when there is a high degree of similarity among

actions. Many of the actions we chose are very similar in the sense that the limbs have similar

motion paths.

2. Rather than having the same person perform actions several times, we chose to have different

people. This provides a more realistic data since in addition to the fact that people have differ-

ent physical characteristics, they also perform actions differently both in form and speed. This

would be a good test for the versatility of our approach. It can be seen from Figures 3.5 and

3.6 that people sizes as well as color of clothing are different. A few samples also had more

complex backgrounds. Table 3.1 shows the variation action performance speed throughout the

Table 3.1: Variation in the duration of one cycle for the data set.
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SMinimum MaximumAction
Duration (sec.) Duration (sec.)

Walk 0.93 1.77

Run 0.70 0.93

Skip 1.10 1.73 I



Figure 3.5 Several frames from Walk, Run, Skip, and March actions.
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Figure 3.6 Several frames from Line-Walk, Hop, Side-walk, Side-skip actions.
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.Minimum Maximum
Action

Duration (sec.) Duration (sec.)

March 1.13 1.93

Line-walk 1.47 2.20

Hop 0.70 1.67

Side-walk 1.06 1.80

Side-skip 0.57 0.93

Table 3.1: Variation in the duration of one cycle for the data set.

data set. The table shows that the actions were performed at significantly varying speeds

(more than double the speed in the case of Hop for instance).

3. Another consideration for a more realistic data set was that we avoided the use of a treadmill.

Using a treadmill not only restricts speed but also simplifies the problem since the background

is static relative to the actor.

To our knowledge, this is the largest set of action data compared to what has been reported in

related research in terms of the number of subjects performing the actions multiplied by the num-

ber of actions.

3.3.2 Acquisition

The video sequences were recorded using a single stationary monochrome CCD camera

mounted in such a way that the actions are performed parallel to the image plane.

In our approach, we assumed that the height (in the image plane) and location of the person per-

forming the action are known. Recovering location is necessary to ensure that the person is in the

center of the feature images. Height is used for scaling the feature images to handle differences in

people's sizes and distance from the camera. To attain the recovery of these parameters, we
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tracked the subjects as they performed the action. Background subtraction was used to isolate the

subject. A simple frame-to-frame correlation was used to precisely locate the subject horizontally

in every frame. A small template corresponding to the top third of the subject's body where little

shape variation is expected was used. The height was recovered by calculating the maximum blob

height across the sequence. For the general case, our tracking method in the previous chapter can

be used to locate the subject boundaries. Correlation can then be applied to find the exact dis-

placement across frames. The computation of feature images as explained in Section 3.1 deals

with the raw image data without any knowledge of the background. The information provided by

the acquisition step is the location of the person throughout the sequence and the person's height.

3.4 Experimental Results

3.4.1 Classification Experiment

In our experiments, we used the data for eight of the 29 subjects for training (64 video

sequences). This leaves a test data set of 168 video sequences performed by the remaining 21 sub-

jects. The training instances were used to obtain the principle components. The number of

selected frames (parameter L is Section 3.2.2.2) was arbitrarily set to 12. We will later show the

effect of changing this parameter in further experiments. The resolution of feature images was

also arbitrarily set to 25 horizontal pixels by 31 vertical pixels. Again, the effect of changing the

resolution will be shown later. Decreasing the resolution has a computational advantage but

reduces the amount of detail in the captured motion.

The training samples were organized in a matrix X as described in Section 3.2.2.2. The number
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Figure 3.8 The first ten eigenvectors.

of columns is asL = 8x8x12 = 768. The number of rows is equal to the image size

(n = 25 x 31 = 775). The eigenvectors are then computed for the covariance matrix of X. Most

of the 775 resulting eigenvectors do not contribute much to the variation of the data. The plot

n
•1/ kk in Figure 3.7(a) illustrates the contribution of each eigenvector. It can be seen that

k= I
from around the 50th eigenvector and on, the contribution is less than 0.5%. Figure 3.7(b) shows

the cumulative contribution •k / / k . The curve increases rapidly during the first

k= 1 ) k= 1

eigenvectors. The first ten eigenvectors alone capture more than 60% of the variation. The first

50 capture more than 90%. In Figure 3.8, the first ten eigenvectors are shown. The gray region

corresponds to the value of 0 while the darker and brighter regions correspond to negative and
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Index of Eigenvectors

(a)

)
Number of Eigenvectors

(b)

Figure 3.7 Eigenvectors contribution to variation in data. (a) Individual contribution. (b) Cumulative
contribution.

positive values, respectively. It can be seen from the figure that different eigenvectors are tuned to
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Figure 3.9 Recognition performance.

specific regions in the feature image.

In our experiments, the choice of m (the number of eigenvectors to be used) was varied from 1

to 50. Using a small m is computationally more efficient but may result in a low recognition rate.

As m increases, the recognition rate is expected to improve and approach a certain level. Recog-

nition was done on the 168 test sequences as described in Section 3.2.3 using all three classifiers

(MD, MAD, MDA). Recognition rate was computed as the ratio of number of samples classified

correctly to the total number samples. Figure 3.9 displays the recognition performance for the dif-

ferent classifiers as a function of m. It can be seen that the recognition rate rises rapidly during

the first few values of m. At m = 14, the rate using MDA reaches over 91.6%. At m = 50, the
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rate is over 92.8% for MDA. MAD performance is slightly lower while MD is about 10% below.

One explanation for this behavior is that some clusters are close to each other so that a point,

which may be classified correctly using MDA, can be misclassified using MD. In later experi-

ments, only the MDA classifier will be shown.

Yacoob and Black [86] reported a recognition rate of 82% but they had only four action classes.

Table 3.2 shows the confusion matrix for m = 50. Most actions had a perfect or near perfect

Line- Side- Side-
Action Walk Run Skip March wHopwalk walk skip

Walk 20 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Run 1 20 0 0 0 0 0 0

Skip 2 0 15 2 0 2 0 0

March 1 0 1 19 0 0 0 0

Line-walk 0 0 0 0 21 0 0 0

Hop 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 0

Side-walk 0 0 0 0 1 0 19 1

Side-skip 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21

Table 3.2: Confusion matrix.

classification except for the Skip action. Although the Skip action was classified correctly about

70% of the time, it was mistaken with Walk, March, and Hop actions numerous times. The 12

misclassified actions are shown in Figure 3.10. One person (number 15) had two action misclassi-

fied while the remaining people had at most one misclassification. When the correct action class

was allowed to be within the first two choices, the number of misclassified actions becomes five.

All these five actions (mostly Skip actions) were either executed erroneously or had a very low
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Figure 3.10 Misclassified actions for each subject. The numbers indicate the actions that were chosen
incorrectly (1=Walk, 8=Side-skip).

color contrast.

To give an indication of the quality of classification, Figure 3.11 shows a confusion plot which

represents the distance among test and reference actions averaged across all subject. The larger

the box size, the smaller the distance it represents. The diagonal in the figure stands out and very

few other boxes come near the sizes of the boxes at the diagonal. However, it can be seen that

there is mutual closeness in matching between Walk and Skip actions (a Walk action is close to a

Skip action and vise-versa). This was expected due to the high degree of similarity between these

two actions.
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Figure 3.11 Confusion plot. The area of the squares indicates the distance using the distance measure in
Section 3.2.3.1. The distances are averaged over all test samples.

3.4.2 Parameter Selection

3.4.2.1 Resolution

The resolution of feature images decides the amount of motion detail captured. In size normal-

ization of feature images, a certain resolution must be chosen (See "Magnitude and Size Normal-

ization" on page 31.) Figure 3.12 shows an example feature image and feature images normalized

at different resolutions. The classification experiment was run with different resolutions to see if

there is a resolution beyond which little or no improvement in performance is gained. Such a
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120 x 146 120 x 146

25 x 31 13 x 16 6 x

Figure 3.12 Original frame and its feature images at different resolutions.

reduced resolution has computational benefits. It also give an indication of the smallest "good"

resolution which can be used to decide the maximum distance from the camera the action can take

place (assuming the camera parameters are known). In Figure 3.13, the classification performance

is shown for different resolution. It can be seen from the figure that increasing the resolution

beyond 25 x 31 does not have any gain in performance.
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Figure 3.13 Effect of resolution on classification performance.

3.4.2.2 Number of Training Images

Parameter L is used in the training process to select the same amount of feature images from

every training action sequence (See "PCA for Action Recognition" on page 33.) Here we see the

effect of choosing different values for L on performance. Figure 3.14 shows the classification

results for the values: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12, 18, and 24. Values of 3 and above seem to have identical

performance. This suggests that three feature images from an action sequence capture most of the

variation in the different postures.
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Figure 3.14 Classification performance for different L values.

3.4.3 Complexity

Testing an action involves computing feature images, projecting them in eigenspace, and com-

paring the resulting manifold with the reference manifolds. Computing feature images require low

level image processing steps (addition and scaling of images) which can be done efficiently. Let n

be the number of pixels in the scaled feature image according to the selected resolution. Using m

eigenvectors, projecting a feature requires an inner product operation with each eigenvector and

thus, a complexity of O(mn). If the action has I frames, the time needed to compute the manifold
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is O(lmn). Manifold comparison involves calculating the distance between every point on the

action manifold and every point on every reference manifold. Assuming there are a action classes

with s samples of each. If the average length of the reference actions is T, there will be asTI dis-

tance calculations in the case of MD and MAD and aTI calculations in the case of MDA. Calcu-

lating a distance between two points in an m-dimensional eigenspace is O(m). Therefore,

recognizing an action using MD or MAD is O(asTlm) while in the case of MDA, it is only

O(aTlm). In our experiments, a = 8, s = 8, T= 37, m = 50, and n = 25 x 31 = 775.

The total complexity for MDA is therefore, O(lmn) + O(aTlm), or O(1) since the remaining

variables are constant. This demonstrates the efficiency of this method and its suitability for a

real-time implementation. On-line implementation is also possible where the distance measure is

updated upon receiving new frames, requiring a small number of comparisons per frame. This

allows an incremental recognition such that certainty increases as more frames are available. The

choice of the implementation approach depends on the application at hand. We left the actual real-

time implementation as a future work.

3.5 Summary

This chapter describes a motion recognition approach. The approach is based on low level

motion features which can be efficiently computed using an IIR filter. Once computed, motion

features at every frame which we call feature images are compressed using PCA to form points in

eigenspace. An action sequence is thus mapped to a mahifold in eigenspace. A distance measure

was defined to test the similarity between two manifolds. Recognition is performed by calculating
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the distances to some reference manifolds representing the learned actions.

Experimental results for a large data set (168 test sequences) were presented and recognition

rates of over 92.8% have been achieved. Complexity was also analyzed. The results demonstrate

the promise and efficiency of the proposed approach.
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Chapter 4

Model-based Filtering

4.1 Introduction

In cluttered image sequences, certain scenarios may pose problems for the pedestrian tracking

system. We are particularly concerned with problems due to occlusions, similarity of a pedestrian

color to objects behind the pedestrian, and false objects such as trees moved by the wind. Model-

based filtering in addition to some other heuristic measures help resolve many of these problems.

In this task we explored model-based filtering and provided solutions to the problems mentioned

above. The filtering technique is explained in this report followed by experimental results show-

ing its usefulness.

4.2 3-D Model Filtering

Pedestrians in the scene move in world coordinates. Therefore, to be able to estimate pedestrian

parameters most accurately, we choose to do filtering in the 3-D world coordinates. The disadvan-

tage of this approach is that camera calibration as well as knowledge about the scene geometry

becomes necessary. Fortunately, the system is not very sensitive to the calibration parameters and
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therefore, coarse calibration was used. Knowledge about the scene geometry is limited to identi-

fying flat surfaces where pedestrians walk and elevation differences among them. This is done

manually but can be also done through a simple user interface. Initial steps for the creation of a

calibration user-interface have been undertaken.

Filtering was done with the aid of the extended Kalman filter. Given a sampling interval 5t, the

discrete-time dynamic system for the pedestrian model can be described by the following equa-

tion:

xt += Fxt+vt, (4.1)

where x = y is the state vector consisting of the pedestrian location, (x, y) and veloc-

1 St 0 0
0100

ity, (x, y), F is the transition matrix of the system given by , and v t is a sequence of
0 0 1 6t
0001

zero-mean, white, Gaussian process noise with covariance matrix Q, x is the ground distance

between the center line of the camera and the left side of the patch, and y is the ground distance

between the camera optical center and the patch. Q is equal to [A Oq, where0 A

(t) 3 (8t) 2

3 2A = and q represents the variance of the acceleration.L 2

The prediction and estimation equations become
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Xt+1 = Fxt,

T (4.2)
Pt + = FPtF + Q, and

T ^ T -IKt+ 1 = Pt+iH (HPt+ 1H+ Rt)

Xt+1 = xt+1+ K + l(Zt+ -h(x(t+)), (4.3)

Pt + = (I - K + 1H)Pt+ i, respectively.
Here, x and P are the predicted state vector and state error covariance matrix, respectively. x and

P are the previously estimated state vector and state error covariance matrix. K + 1 is the Kalman

gain at t + 1, z is the measurement, Rt is the covariance matrix for the measurement error given,

and H be the Jacobian of the nonlinear measurement function h which is an inverse perspective

projection function.

This filtering process estimates the pedestrian parameters (location and speed) in 3-D and thus,

can produce reliable results in cases of occlusion or disappearance of some pedestrian features for

any reason. The problem with false objects is handled using a number of heuristics:

1. If the blobs generated are too small, they are automatically eliminated.

2. A blob is considered at the pedestrian level only if it is tracked successfully over a certain

number of frames. This eliminates blobs that appear then disappear momentarily (such as

most blobs that appear due to tree motion back and forth).

3. The system can be given information about the scene. In particular, the locations where pedes-

trians can be expected to appear. Thus, the system will not instantiate pedestrian boxes except

at these locations.
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4.3 Experimental Results

The system was tested on a few cluttered sequences, one of which is shown in Figure 4.1. This

sequence was taped during a snow storm. One can see the effect of the wind on the tree which

resulted in false blobs in the difference images (frames 36, 66, 104, 140). The system was able to

deal with this and did not generate any pedestrian boxes for the tree. The figure also demonstrates

the successful tracking in case of minor pedestrian occlusion.

Figure 4.2 shows another tracking sequence which involves missing pedestrian blob informa-

tion due to more severe occlusion (frame 32) and similarity of color to the background (frame 44).

It also shows what happens when two pedestrian walk past each other. Kalman filtering is essen-

tial here because it provides good prediction when there is little or no data. The blob-pedestrian

relationship refinement procedures guarantee that the pedestrian will be related to the correct

blobs when data is available again.

Figure 4.3 shows the computed RMS errors for two pedestrians and shows the convergence of

state parameters.

4.4 Conclusion

In this task we addressed some frequent problems that appear especially in cluttered image

sequences. We used the extended Kalman filter and a number of heuristics in an attempt to over-
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come these problems. The results we obtained were promising and demonstrated the success of

our techniques.
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Figure 4.1 Tracking sequence of a pedestrian in different occlusion situations.
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frame 32

frame 92 frame 106

Figure 4.2 Tracking sequence demonstrating occlusions and pedestrian overlap.
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Figure 4.3 Computed RMS errors for two pedestrians.
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Chapter 5

Active Deformable Models

5.1 Introduction

Active deformable models have been a popular technique in vision-based tracking of non-rigid

bodies. The human body as a good example of a non-rigid body is therefore ideal for this applica-

tion. Deformable models get attracted to the contour of the tracked object and change their shape

according to the object contour's shape. Since deformable models take the shape of the tracked

object, using them on pedestrians can provide valuable shape information. For example, a shape

recognition technique can be used to distinguish pedestrians from other moving objects. This is

useful in cluttered scenes where moving objects need not be predominantly pedestrians. In this

chapter, we test the use of active deformable models in tracking pedestrians. The next section

describes the technique that we used. Then, experimental results are presented. Finally, the con-

clusion is given.

5.2 Active Deformable Models

Our method uses active deformable models (i.e. snakes) to extract contour information from
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image measures. The snakes deform based upon statistics derived from the image data, resulting

in a contour model for objects in the workspace. An advantage of snakes in general is that these

models can track partially-occluded objects or semi-rigid targets [16][78].

The traditional deformable model was first proposed by Kass et al. [48]. It is a parametric curve

S of the form

(S(u) = (x(u), y(u))', u e [0, 1]), (5.1)

where x and y are the coordinates of the curve. The curve is placed onto a potential field derived

from the following energy equation:

E= X aS(u) du+ (5.2)

a2S(wu) d du+p P(I)du

where a, P, and p are weights. The first term corresponds to the internal force from tension, the

second term corresponds to the internal force from curvature, P(I) is the potential induced by the

image (edges, corers, or dark spots on the image) along the curve. The energy along the length of

the curve is minimized by allowing the model to change shape and position.

Other formulations may include an external energy term (e.g., by employing user-selected

points as attractors). The problem with both of these formulations is that in the absence of image

energy, these models collapse to a point. Pressure snakes (balloons) [14] have been developed to

alleviate this problem by adding an internal pressure term Prto force the model to expand.

E= s(u) du + (5.3)

2 2S(u) du +pPo(I)du +Pr
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Unfortunately, the constant pressure term introduces new problems with the model. For

instance, the initial placement of the snake had to be entirely within the target. This leeds to

dynamic pressure models.

Several forms of dynamic pressure models were proposed by Ivins and Porrill [40]. The pres-

sure models are based upon first order statistics and utilize a seed region of the image to identify

positive vs. negative pressure regions. That is, image regions that are statistically similar to the

seed region yield positive pressure while image regions that are some number of standard devia-

tions away from the seed mean will yield negative pressure. When a portion of the contour is in a

positive region, it will expand away from the center of the contour. When the contour portion is in

a negative region, it will contract toward the center. It follows that the minimum energy of the

contour lies on the pressure boundary between positive and negative.

For our particular method, we use a dynamic statistical pressure snake that does not require an

image energy term. We use an energy function with only internal energy and the dynamic statisti-

cal pressure model. The pressure model is given by

Pr(S) (s)( I=(S) 0Lk , (5.4)

where S is the curve, gi and a are the mean and standard deviation of the seed region, and k is a

user specified parameter. There are issues with this model (and snakes in general) related to the

automation of seed selection and the automation of the selection of the k parameter.

The snake model that we use is re-parameterized by automatically adding and deleting control

points to S. In addition, we set the tension weight at least as high as the other snake parameters.

This causes control points to form an even and relatively dense distribution around the object con-
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Figure 5.1 Snapshots showing snake tracking pedestrians.

tour.

5.3 Experimental Results

We used several pedestrian sequences to test the snake behavior on pedestrians. The images

were close-ups of pedestrian to increase the detail level of pedestrian contours. As can be seen in

Figure 5.1, the snake converged to the pedestrian contour in every case. The snake is a concise

representation of shape containing only a few parameters and can be used to do shape recognition.

The current implementation uses only one snake for testing purposes. Future implementations
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will have multiple snakes and will allow merging and splitting of snakes. Also, snakes by nature

are sensitive to low contrast between foreground and background. In our experiments, we used

subjects with enough contrast. One way to solve this problem is to use a prior snake model which

is a parameterization of a pedestrian contour. This allows the snake to assume the presence of con-

tour features despite low contrast in certain regions. The current processing was performed on raw

intensity data. Using difference images with an appropriate threshold may also help alleviate this

problem.

5.4 Conclusion

In this work, we applied active deformable models (snakes) to pedestrian tracking. These mod-

els were able to take the shape of the pedestrian contour and track it over time. The results are

promising and demonstrate that snakes can be a useful tracking tool which can be integrated into

our pedestrian tracking system for added robustness as well as recognition power.
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Chapter 6

Field Demonstration

6.1 Introduction

This chapter summarizes our findings from a real demonstration of the pedestrian detection/track-

ing system at an intersection near the University of Minnesota. The results were very promising

and the system was able to track pedestrians as they crossed the street in the middle of vehicles

moving at a direction perpendicular to the pedestrians' direction of motion.

6.2 Demonstration

We demonstrated our pedestrian detection and tracking system on November 3 and 4, 1999 at

an intersection next to the Harvard Ramp at the University of Minnesota. We connected our sys-

tem to a traffic light and tried to flash the red light when there was a pedestrian at the crossing.

This test was conducted to help us learn how the proposed system handles various simple and

complex pedestrian scenarios, including different walking speeds, partial and full obstructions,

and pedestrians meeting and passing each other. The accuracy of the system was around 90 per-
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cent. We had some problems with the moving shadows of the surrounding buildings and with

pedestrians who crossed the street further away from the intersection.
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Figure 6.1 Camera view of the intersection.

Figure 6.2 Computer hardware used to process the incoming video.
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Figure 6.3 The traffic light is flashing red when there are pedestrians at the intersection.

Figure 6.4 Another view of the intersection.
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Figure 6.5 The boxes follow the pedestrians as they move through the intersection.

Figure 6.6 Another instance of pedestrian tracking. The box around the pedestrian illustrates relevant
pedestrian information (position, velocity, etc.).
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6.3 Conclusion

We demonstrated our approach to a real intersection with very promising results. The next step

is to have a long term evaluation in order to test the approach in various traffic and weather pat-

terns. There is also a need to detect and handle shadows effectively. Another leasson learnt is the

importance of camera placement. It is significant for the camera to view the whole pedestrian

crossing.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary

In this report, we presented solutions to the human detection and tracking problem. In particu-

lar, we looked at the human tracking problem as tracking of articulated motion. We tracked the

body as a whole without identifying individual limb motion. Our goal was to address certain

shortcomings in previous solutions to this problem, the main shortcoming behind their over-con-

strained nature. Some of the constraints are: restriction to indoor environments, little or no occlu-

sions, fixed lighting and weather conditions, limits on the number of tracked objects, restriction

on camera placement, using stereo cameras, and constrained motion. Our solution which was pre-

sented as a real-time pedestrian tracking system is capable of working under many difficult cir-

cumstances. The method relies on an underlying robust tracking of blobs. The tracked blobs are

used to instantiate a pedestrian model. The model has both a spatial as well as temporal specifica-

tions which, although simple, were found adequate in modeling the pedestrian shape and motion.

Extensive experimentation using long video sequences demonstrated the robustness of our system

and its generality. The system was also adapts well to tracking rigid motion. This was demon-
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strated by an application to track vehicles across lanes at a weaving section.

The second problem is recognition of articulated motion (in order to identify intentions of

pedestrians). The goal here was to show that the recovery of three-dimensional properties of the

object or even two-dimensional tracking of the object parts are not necessary steps that must pre-

cede action recognition. The approach we devised uses motion features only. Unlike other similar

approaches, the motion features are used in such a way to represent complex and long actions as

well as to distinguish different actions with many similarities. Motion features are computed very

efficiently and subsequently projected into a lower dimension space where the matching is per-

formed. Each action is represented as a manifold in the lower dimension space and matching is

done by comparing these manifolds. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach, it was

used on a large data set of similar actions each performed by many different actors. Classification

results were very accurate in comparison to reported action classification results. The results show

that this approach can handle many challenges such as variations is performers physical attributes,

color of clothing, and stylistic attributes. Moreover, we have shown that the method is efficient

and suitable for real-time implementation.

7.2 Future Work

7.2.1 Tracking

There are several issues that still need to be addressed. Spatial interpretation of blobs is one

such issue. In the current system, the only spatial attribute of blobs taken into consideration is the

blob area. The shape of the blob can give a good clue on its contents. Although blobs obtained

from difference images can be sufficient to decide the location of pedestrians in many cases, the
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intensity information may be useful to resolve certain ambiguities. The use of such information in

the form of statistical distribution of intensities may add to the robustness of the current system

and is well worth pursuing.

Although the system is robust in many circumstances, large shadows can get tracked as pedes-

trians. The problem of shadows is challenging since they cannot be easily distinguished from

other moving objects. Detecting shadows is one area of possible improvement. In the past, this

has been attempted by considering statistical shadow properties or by using prior knowledge

about the location of the light source.

In its current state, our method assumes that all the objects in the scene are pedestrians. This

means that if another object (such as a vehicle) comes into the scene, it will be tracked as a pedes-

trian (or a group of pedestrians). The problem is currently handled by limiting pedestrian tracking

to areas to areas where there are no other large moving objects. Action recognition can be useful

in this situation to classify moving object as pedestrians based on the action being performed

(most likely walking or running).

7.2.2 Real-time Implementation of Action Recognition

We have shown that the proposed method is efficient and appropriate for real-time implementa-

tion. This can provide a convenient way of further testing as well as training for other actions. A

real-time implementation can also be used in conjunction with the pedestrian tracking system in a

real world surveillance application.
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7.2.3 Recognition from a General View Angle

Our experiments considered actions performed parallel to the camera plane. This is an undes-

ired restriction in some applications. Recognition performance has not been tested for other view-

ing angles. Although size scaling should compensate for shrinking in width, we expect it to

handle only small angle variations since the motion features will change dramatically for larger

angles. This has been a problem for most action recognition methods which are not based on

three-dimensional tracking. It is normally handled by considering actions performed at different

viewing angles as separate actions, thus increasing the size of the learned action database. This is

still an option in our case which is worth trying.
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